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RESOURCE GUIDE - THE GAME FOR LIFE FOR YOUTH-AT-RISK

Introduction
This resource guide provides the necessary information and knowledge to understand and
apply the GFL Youth-At-Risk which is adapted from the Sport Singapore’s ‘Game for Life’
Guide (GFL) for use with youth, including those at-risk.
The GFL was designed for sport coaches and teachers to infuse values and intentionally
develop desirable character traits activities and programmes through sport. The general
framework and behavioural structure in the GFL can be used in the youth service sector.
This resource guide will cover the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

The overall concept of the Game for Life for Youth-At-Risk (GFL Youth-At-Risk).
Situational Contexts in the GFL Youth-At-Risk.
The ACTION structure from the GFL; Check-Act-Reinforce
Planning and executing programmes and activities using GFL Youth-At-Risk.
The general framework of the GFL,
Designing and executing plans using the GFL’s ‘Check-Act-Reinforce’ ACTION
structure.

The Needs of Youth
Youths have many diverse needs. The needs which are physical, mental and social have to
be met for holistic growth and development. There are also social-emotional needs to be
satisfied which will impact the general development of the youth as a person, such as his
confidence and self-esteem, his interaction with others, and his sense of ability to accomplish
his goals.
The GFL Youth-At-Risk addresses those social-emotional needs that impacts the growth and
development of youth. The needs are:





Independence
Belonging
Mastery
Generosity

The above 4 needs were identified by Brendtro et al. (1990) based on Native American
philosophy and values of child development. The central objectives of child education in this
social culture is empowerment and fostering self-esteem in the child. Brendtro and Larson
(2006) would later suggest an approach to build resilient youth by satisfying the youth four
needs. They suggested that:
a.
b.
c.
d.

To satisfy the need for independence, promote power,
To satisfy the need for belonging, build trust,
To satisfy the need for mastery, recognise talent,
To satisfy the need for generosity, instill purpose.
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For the GFL Youth-At-Risk, the following focus will be associated with the respective needs:
a.
b.
c.
d.

The need for independence – building confidence and responsibility.
The need for belonging – building trust and teamwork.
The need for mastery – developing competence and leadership.
The need for generosity – instilling purpose and compassion.

In meeting these four needs of youth, their personal social-emotional development can
progress with character development and values education.

The Game for Life for Youth-At-Risk
The GFL Youth-At-Risk in Figure 1 integrates the identified needs with the GFL to provide a
framework to plan and execute agency’s initiatives, programmes, and intervention strategies
for respective goals. The model suggests a process flow of identifying which needs, relevant
values or attributes and their desirable behaviours, then executing through the Sport
Singapore’s GFL’s ‘Check-Act-Reinforce’ structure. This model allows for specific situational
contexts of each agency to be taken into account during the planning stage.

Figure 1. GFL Youth-At-Risk

The GFL Youth-At-Risk provides a framework for agencies to plan and execute specific
programmes or activities that serve to satisfy any or all of the needs of youth.
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Planning
a. Needs analysis – which of the four needs are to be addressed, or a combination of the
four?
b. Situational Context – which programmes / initiatives are suitable to meet those needs?
c. Decision making – what are the values and attributes relevant to the situational
contexts and clients’ needs. Identify respective desired behaviours associated with
each value and attribute.
d. Resources and logistics – plan for resourcing, operational requirements and project
roll-out flow.

Execution
a. Execute according to operational plan.
b. CHECK – What are the essential operational, instructional, resource, and client factors
that need to be in place, provided, or inherent to optimise success?
c. ACT – What actions should the professional take to encourage, motivate, correct,
guide or teach to sustain interest and accomplishments?
d. REINFORCE – How can those intended values and attributes be reinforced through
the effort, behaviours, and outcome of the activities, programmes or project?
The above planning and execution considerations provide a guide for using the GFL YouthAt-Risk. When sport or performing arts activities are provided, the GFL and related templates
can be used to plan and deliver those activities.

What is ‘Situational Context’?
‘Situational Context’ in the GFL Youth-At-Risk are those programmes, projects or activities
(sport, arts, service, etc.) that agencies organise or offer to youth clients. They could be
formal or informal, such as offering resources such as play or work areas without structured
supervision. Some other examples are:







Sport programme including trainings and competitions
Arts programme such as visual art or any performing arts for personal
accomplishment or exhibition
Community service, or ad hoc projects such as service learning
Efforts to develop specific area of personal social-emotional development
Developing competencies like skills, personal management, teamwork,
leadership, etc.
Performing an assigned role, e.g. committee member, leader, etc.

When applying the GFL Youth-At-Risk, determine which Situational Context can be used
to satisfy specific Needs. For example, getting youth members to organise and conduct a
community service project can address needs to show generosity, sense of belonging
through teamwork and mastery when relevant community skills (e.g. care and service) are
developed.
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Values and Attributes
A primary goal of using the GFL Youth-At-Risk is to shape behaviours for character
development and values education. Therefore, the GFL Youth-At-Risk identifies some core
values and attributes that can be associated with each respective need in the Model. Users of
the GFL Youth-At-Risk are not limited to the core values of this Model but can also incorporate
other relevant values and attributes they deem relevant to their own goals.
Values and attributes can broadly be related to Personal or Performance (P), Social (S), and
Moral (M). Often in most activities such as sport and arts, performance type values and
attributes contribute to success in the endeavour. Social and moral values are commonly
upheld by society and cultures as important virtues of a person with character.

Needs and Core Values for the GFL Youth-At-Risk

Value or Attribute
Accountability (S)
Confidence (P)
Integrity (M)
Resilience (P)
Responsibility (S)

Value or Attribute
Co-operativeness (S)
Harmony (S)
Loyalty (M)
Respect (M)
Teachable spirit (P)
Teamwork (S)

Value or Attribute
Determination (P)
Discipline (P)
Excellence (S)
Integrity (M)
Sportsmanship (M)

NEED FOR INDEPENDENCE
Description
Acknowledging consequences from personal actions.
Self-assured of ability or knowledge to undertake or perform
a task.
Actions that abide with social and moral values and
expectations.
Demonstrating steadfastness in effort despite difficulties.
Taking ownership of a task/work personally or for a team.

NEED FOR BELONGING
Description
Working together to achieve a shared goal.
Keeping team relationship and performance focused in
difficult situations.
Staying by the team/group, its values and members.
Showing due attention, understanding and views of others.
Being responsive to feedback.
Having a supportive and co-operative attitude towards the
team/group.

NEED FOR MASTERY
Description
Improving abilities and output from high personal effort.
Maintaining focus on personal or team tasks despite
challenges.
Having a high standard of personal and/or team
performance.
Pursue excellence with compassion, honesty, and respect.
Consistent display of respect, fairness and integrity in
different competition situations.
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Value or Attribute
Awareness (P)
Compassion (M)
Humility (S)
Service (S)

NEED FOR GENEROSITY
Description
Knowing how and when to show care and support to others.
Showing care for and avoiding hurting others.
Showing respect and consideration to others.
Giving time and other resources to serve the needs of others.

Applying the GFL Youth-At-Risk
Figure 2 illustrates how the GFL Youth-At-Risk is applied, especially in programme planning
and specific activity initiatives. Agencies should question which needs of youth can be satisfied
by their programmes or initiatives. Next, determine which relevant core values and attributes
can be infused through the activities of the programme. Those desired behaviours associated
with the core values are next identified, which will lead into the action planning: Check-ActReinforce (CAR).

Figure 2. Applying the GFL Youth-At-Risk
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Figure 3 below illustrates different situational contexts that are relevant to meeting the need
for independence. Appropriate core values that can be infused into the situational contexts
are provided with specific relevant behaviours.

Figure 3. Situational Contexts Relevant to Meeting Needs for Independence

Figure 4 below illustrates how the structure of ‘CHECK – ACT – REINFORCE’ (CAR) is
incorporated into planning and execution of plans to infuse the core values and reinforce
desirable behaviours. This example is on the development of personal responsibility and
accountability.

What is CHECK – ACT – REINFORCE?
Check – What has to be checked on before participants start each activity, such as do
they understand instructions? Are they clear about their roles? Do they know how to
execute the skill or drill? Are they aware of the standard you expect of them?
ACT – What must you act upon during or before the activity? These are those actions
that add encouragement, correct poor performance or praise good performance which
you anticipate from your activity. What should you do when you observe those desired
behaviours you planned to see?
REINFORCE – What other means will you use to drive the learning of specific value(s)
or behaviour? Decide what is most appropriate for the particular cohort or person – e.g.
having a discussion, open sharing, direct teaching, peer discussion, counselling.
(Sport Singapore, 2013)
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In some situational contexts, ‘Check’ may include assessing if appropriate and adequate
resources are provided and if not, act to provide for it. What about abilities and capabilities of
the youth to undertake a task? Do you need to act on levelling up capabilities before they are
to perform specific tasks?

Figure 4. Situational Context with Check-Act-Reinforce (CAR)

Please see pages 15 - 22 for other examples of specific Needs, their Situational
Contexts, and the Check-Act-Reinforce structures

Annex 1 is a GFL Youth-At-Risk planning template for use to plan programmes and activities
with an accompanying example. This template allows agencies to consider what youth needs
are to be satisfied from their programme and activities initiatives.

The GFL Youth-At-Risk with Sport / Arts sessions
The GFL Youth-At-Risk provides a framework for macro planning of programmes and
initiatives. It can also be used for specific goals such as in personal development areas.
When there are activities where there are several sessions such as sport training or performing
arts practice, then the GFL can be used to design each individual session.
For example, when preparing a group for a sport or a performing arts competition, the GFL
Youth-At-Risk is used to determine the overall goals and values and behavioural objectives.
Since the youth will be participating in a number of trainings, each training session can be
planned using the GFL framework by the coach or trainer (micro planning).
Figure 5 illustrates how the GFL Youth-At-Risk is applied together with GFL based on specific
situations when sport or arts activities are delivered.
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Figure 5. Applying the GFL Youth-At-Risk with GFL when sports and arts activities are delivered

Figure 6 illustrates how the GFL Youth-At-Risk is used to plan for a sport / arts competition.
Following Fig. 6 is an example of a sport training session activity using the GFL.

Figure 6. The GFL Youth-At-Risk used for planning sport /arts competition
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A Game for Life (GFL) sport training session - An example of a training activity.
Sport:

Soccer

Values Objectives for Session:
a. Determination – Tries one’s best to keep up with pace and win back possession.
b. Excellence – Keep possession of ball and pass accurately under pressure.
Drill – 4 v 3 possession. 4 players keep possession with 3 defenders. Defenders to
pressure and create turnover of ball possession. Rotate role every 2 minutes so that all
play attacker and defender role.
Check:

Act:

√ Player understands roles?

! Encourage good effort & passes

√ Players communicate during drill?

! Correct poor decisions

√ Players perform to standards?
Reinforce:
> Compliment good effort and performance.
> Remind players of importance of determination to achieving excellence.

NOTE !
When planning programmes or other initiatives (macro), use the GFL Youth-At-Risk
planning template to identify which youth needs to satisfy, values and attributes to
infuse, and the desired behavioural outcomes.
Use the C-A-R columns to input programme execution considerations. What are areas
to check on for effective programme / initiatives outcomes? Are there specific areas to
act on to ensure success along the programme roll-out? How can you reinforce those
values and attributes as you roll out the programme?
_______________________________

When planning sports / arts training or activities sessions (micro), use the Game for
Life templates. Identify the appropriate values and attributes in the objectives for the
session. What are the desired behavioural outcomes of the session with respect to
performance, effort, attitude, etc.?
Use the C-A-R to input session considerations in terms of logistics, youth profile and
performance capabilities, etc. What should you do when you observe those desired
behaviours you planned to see? What approach(s) would you use to reinforce specific
values?
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The ‘Game for Life’ (GFL) Framework
The GFL is a Sport Singapore’s (2013) character and leadership development framework that
guides coaches, teachers and other change agents to intentionally infuse values and shape
behaviours for character development. Figure 7 is the general framework of the GFL.

Figure 7. The Game for Life Framework (Sport Singapore, 2013)

The framework constitute three elements that have to be integrated and implemented for
effectiveness (Sport Singapore, 2013):
i.

Identifying the values and attributes of good character and leadership. Annex 2 is
the list of values and attributes from the GFL guide.
Establishing the development platforms through which desirable values can be
developed, and
Executing a purposeful action plan (Check-Act-Reinforce) for intentional teaching
and effective values development.

ii.
iii.

Development Platforms:





Experiential-based.
Opportunities for teachers / coaches / youth workers to impart skills,
knowledge and values education.
Examples – PE lesson, sport trainings with drills and mini-games, sport
matches (friendlies or competitions).
Learning and performing responsibilities of an assigned role, e.g. sport official,
team captain, collaborator in a sport task.
(Sport Singapore, 2013)
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To apply the GFL, decide the following:
a. Consider your session activities (e.g. training, lesson, match, competitions, etc.) – what
values and attributes with associated behaviours are goals of the session?
b. Input the Check-Act-Reinforce items to ensure that necessary factors before, during
and after are taken into account (see ACTION box below).
c. Execute your GFL plan and act according to what were anticipated in the plan. Conduct
the reinforce actions during or after the activity or session.

Annex 3 are samples of planning templates for training, role learning and lesson planning
from the GFL framework.
Annex 4 are examples of a training plan and role learning plan using the GFL planning
templates.

Monitoring and Evaluation
For purposes of monitoring and evaluation, this model allows those who use it do the
necessary at both the execution, and post-activity / programme stages. The basis of the
monitoring and evaluation is through the observance of behaviour as decided during
planning.
During the execution stage, observance of behaviours will be on whether those desired are
exhibited, in its proper context and frequency (See Fig. 8). The “ACTION’ structure provides
the framework for shaping and observing those desired behaviours.
Post-activity / programme observations provide information on the permanence of the
outcomes from the various interventions. Some evaluative answers to seek include:
o
o
o
o

Are the youth displaying conduct and attitude that reflects the objectives and goals of
the programme and activity initiative?
Are those displayed behaviours consistent over time and frequent in similar
conditions?
Do they report higher satisfaction of programmes?
Do their peers report better relationships and co-operation from the youth?

By seeking such qualitative indicators, agencies and youth workers can get some indications
of the success of their specific interventions using the GFL Youth-At-Risk.
To optimise success, the upstream processes of identifying relevant values and attributes and
associated desired behaviours are important tasks to enable monitoring and evaluation
downstream. Thorough review of the ‘Check’ and ‘Act’ items are critical too as these will
determine those teachable moments during activity sessions.
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Figure 8. Monitoring and evaluation through observance of behaviours

Monitoring and Evaluation – an example
Situational Context - Skill learning and performance (sports & arts).
Values & attributes – Determination, Discipline, Excellence
Desired behaviours:
 Client demonstrate a teachable spirit when learning skills.
 Client is focused when performing skills for learning or improvement.
 Client is determined to improve despite challenges

Evaluative questions during activity:



Does client often show a teachable spirit when being coached or trained?
Does client show determination and focus in learning and improving skills?

Evaluative questions during post-activity (longer term):



Does client show similar teachable spirit when learning another skill?
Is client similarly determined and focused in learning and improving the new skill?
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Using the GFL Youth-At-Risk to Meet Needs of Youth under different Situational Context
The tables below illustrate how the GFL Youth-At-Risk can be used. Each table demonstrate how each of the four needs can be addressed
through specific situational context with relevant core values and desired behaviours. Appropriate Check-Act-Reinforce pointers are provided for
each respective situational context. The examples are not exhaustive and agencies may have centre-centric situational considerations which
they have to address. These tables provide examples to seed the idea and principles behind the design of this model. Agencies can then use
these examples to guide their respective planning and execution.

The Need for Independence – building confidence and responsibility

Situational Context

Personal
responsibility &
accountability

Personal
management &
development

Relevant Values
Desired Behaviours
CHECK
& Attributes
Outcomes (E.g.)
(E.g.)
 Doing things right by
! Is client informed of
 Accountability
rule or expectation
rules & expectations
 Integrity
 Acknowledging
(@ centre? Or
 Responsibility
consequences (+ve /
activities?)
-ve) from personal
! Does client know of
actions.
standards in
 Being receptive and
behaviour (@
responsive to feedback
centre? Or
& advice.
activities?).
! Does client have a
mentor (staff or
peer)?
 Staying composed
! Does client
 Confidence
(poise) in challenging
understand
 Resilience
situations.
essentials of any
 Responsibility
 Keeping to
rules / agreements?
commitments or
! Is client taught how
agreements
to manage poor
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Act

Reinforce
(With)

 Acknowledge
desired acts /
behaviours.
 Inform client of
necessary rules
/ expectations
 Correct
undesirable
behaviours.

 Discussion
of specific
episodes /
events
 Review
mutual
agreement
(if any)
 Other
approaches
.

 Encourage
when poise
shown in
situations.
 Encourage
when

 Discussion
of specific
episodes /
events
 Sharing of
personal
challenges

 Managing time or tasks
behavioural
well
reactions to events?
 Showing enthusiasm in ! Is client given any
activities and in others.
skills in personal
mgt?




Lifestyle risk
management
(substance abuse,
delinquency,
sexuality, gangs,
etc.)

 Accountability
 Resilience
 Responsibility

 Client is aware of
potential risks to poor
lifestyle choices.
 Client adopts healthy
active lifestyle.
 Client makes choices
for personal wellbeing
over short term
pleasures.

! Is client aware of
harm in poor
lifestyle choices
! Is client equipped
with coping
strategies?
! Is client provided
with alternative
choices?
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commitment
demonstrated
Teach or review
personal mgt
skills
Demonstrate
enthusiasm and
encourage
likewise
Compliment /
encourage good
choices /
actions
Counsel or
review lifestyle
choices & risks.
Provide
programmes /
activities for
active healthy
lifestyle.
Provide learning
opportunities for
lifestyle mgt
(nutrition,
substance
abuse,
exercise,
hobbies, etc.)

and
achievements

 Other
approaches

 Discussion
of specific
episodes /
events
 Leverage on
role models
 Other
approaches

The Need for Belonging - building trust and teamwork

Situational Context

Membership @
Centre

Team member

Relevant
Values &
Attributes
(E.g.)
 Harmony
 Respect

 Cooperativeness
 Harmony
 Respect
 Teamwork

Desired Behaviours
Outcomes (E.g.)

Check

Act

Reinforce
(With)

 Client abides by the
rules & regulations @
Centre?
 Client participates
actively in activities @
Centre.
 Client contributes in
service to the
programmes of the
Centre.
 Client maintains
respectful relationship
with staff.

! Is client informed of
Centre rules &
regulation?
! Is client aware of
activities /
programme
availability?
! Is there a staff /
mentor available to
client?

 Client maintains
respectful relationship
with team members.
 Client contributes to
team goals.
 Client play & learn from
team role.

! Is team formally
 Encourage
 Peer
organised with
participation in
sharing of
structure?
group activities
team
! Does clients in team  Compliment
performance
have and
team success
 Discussion
understand their
 Acknowledge
of personal
roles?
significance of
performance
individual efforts
in team.
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 Compliment /
 Sharing of
encourage
experiences
participation in
at centre.
Centre’s
 Discussion
activities.
of personal
 Reinforce when
preferences
compliance with
in activities
rules and
 Other
regulations.
approaches.
 Encourage
participation in
activities.
 Provide
opportunities for
peer invitation
and
participation in
activities.

Group work / project

 Cooperativeness
 Harmony
 Loyalty
 Respect
 Teachable
spirit
 Teamwork

 Client contributes to
group goals.
 Client shows
commitment to group
and role
 Clients performs role
and learn from it.
 Client encourages and
acknowledges
contribution of others.
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! Is there an adult
guiding / coaching
for the team?
! Is client performing
to his role and
responsibilities?

/ role to team
 Other
success.
approaches.
 Provide / guide
team goal
setting
 Provide
opportunities for
peer invitation
and
participation in
activities.

! Is the group
organised and clear
of goals?
! Is there an adult
guiding / coaching
for the team?
! Is client performing
to his role and
responsibilities
! Are supporting
resources provided
for group success?

 Provide
 Discussion
opportunities for
of personal
peer invitation
performance
and
in team.
participation in  Other
group activities.
approaches.
 Intervene where
appropriate on
aspects of
operations /
processes.
 Provide or
facilitate access
to resources.
 Advice /
counsel to
improve client’s
performance in
group.

The Need for Mastery – developing competence and leadership

Situational Context
Skill learning and
performance (sports
& arts)

Team performance

Relevant Values &
Desired Behaviours
Check
Act
Reinforce
Attributes (E.g.)
Outcomes (E.g.)
(With)

Client
demonstrates
a
!
Are
drills
or
lesson

Encourage
/

Discussion
of
 Determination
teachable spirit when
progressions
compliment good
personal
 Discipline
learning skills.
appropriate to level
effort &
performance.
 Excellence
 Client is focused when
of client?
accomplishments.  Peer sharing.
performing skills for
! Are suitable learning  Correct to
 Other
learning or improvement.
aids / equipment
improve skill &
approaches.
 Client is determined to
available for
learning.
improve despite
learning?
 Counsel
challenges.
! Are peers
undesirable
supporting and
behaviours that
assisting learning
impede learning
and motivation?
and discipline.
! Is coach
encouraging and
motivating to
learning?





Determination
Discipline
Excellence
Integrity

 Client is confident and
! Is team clear of
 Advice team
gives confidence to
goals and
leader &
team.
performance
members on
 Client encourages team
expectations?
team goals and
members and exhibits
! Are team members
values.
resilience under
supportive of each
 Encourage /
challenges.
other?
compliment team
 Client puts effort to excel ! Is client’s
effort and
for himself & team.
performance in team
individuals.
 Client shows loyalty to
to expected
 Correct on any
team and its values.
standards?
skills / processes
that need
improvements
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 Peer sharing
on team and
members’
performance
 Discussion of
personal
performance
in team.
 Other
approaches.

! Does client show
concern and care for
members?
Role learning and
performance





Discipline
Excellence
Integrity

 Client understands
responsibilities of role
and performance
standards.
 Client shows a
teachable spirit when
learning new role.
 Client performs to or
meeting expectations.

Creating works





Determination
Discipline
Excellence

 Client is focused and
determined in his
creative work.
 Client shows respect to
cultural and other values
in his work.
 Client makes effort to
excel.

Sport competition /
Arts performance

 Determination
 Discipline
 Excellence

 Client prepares well for
competition
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! Is client informed of  Advice
responsibilities and
/ counsel to
expectations of
improve client’s
role?
learning &
! Is client receptive to
performance in
advice and
role
instructions?
 Encourage /
! Does client have the
compliment good
necessary abilities
effort and
and skill to learn and
performance.
play assigned role?  Provide
necessary
resource support
for role
performing.

! Is client focused and  Advice / counsel
motivated?
to improve client’s
! Does client have the
performance in
necessary abilities
group.
for intended goals?  Encourage &
! Are appropriate
compliment
resources provided
during creative
for success?
process
! Does client need
 Provide relevant
expert assistance?
expertise to
assist.
! Is client / team
adequately trained?

 Discussion of
personal
learning &
performance.
 Provide
reflection and
communicate
in various
medium (oral,
written, art,
etc.)
 Other
approaches.

 Share
personal
experience.
 Other
approaches.

 Advice / counsel  Discussion of
to improve client’s
personal
performance
performance

Leadership

 Sportsmanship

 Client commits to
competition goals.
 Client shows confidence
in competition
 Client keeps focus and
poise in competition
 Client accepts results of
competition and shows
forward attitude.
 Client demonstrated
compassion from hurting
others in play and
exhibits sportsmanship.

! Does client have
during training
in training
necessary fitness
and competition.
and
and skills to
 Correct and
competition.
compete?
improve game
 Peer sharing
! Is coach preparing
skills and tactics
of
client / team
(where able)
competition
appropriately
 Encourage effort
experience
including values?
and
 Reflect and
! Is client enjoying the
accomplishments
communicate
training &
during training /
thoughts on
competition?
competition.
experience
! Does client show
 Other
sportsmanship
approaches.
during competition?






 Client is aware of
situational demands of
leadership.
 Client understands and
respect those he is
leading.
 Client shows resilience
under challenging
situations.
 Client takes
responsibility and
accountability for his
leadership actions.

! Are there supporting  Advice / counsel  Discussion of
resources for client
to improve client’s
personal
to perform as
performance as
leadership
leader?
leader.
performance.
! Does client show
 Provide
 Facilitated
situational
necessary
peer
awareness?
resources to
feedback
! Does client show
enable leadership  Provide
awareness of
capabilities of
reflection and
followers’ needs?
client.
communicate
! Does client lead with  Encourage &
in various
respect and
compliment good
medium (oral,
humility?
leadership
written, art,
actions.
etc.)
 Other
approaches.

Determination
Discipline
Excellence
Integrity
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The Need for Generosity – instilling purpose and compassion

Situational Context
Service for others
(community service,
projects in service
learning)

Relevant Values
Desired Behaviours
& Attributes (E.g.)
Outcomes (E.g.)

Client
demonstrates
 Awareness
willingness to help and
 Compassion
encourage others.
 Humility

Client is aware of
 Service
needs of others and
have ideas to address
them.
 Client is willing to
sacrifice time and effort
in service and
community projects.
 Client is diligent in
service project.
 Client shows integrity
when managing
resources and others in
project.
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Check
! Is client aware of
service learning
opportunities?
! Does client have
the necessary
skills to perform
service?
! Does client
understand
demands of the
service project?
! Does client
understand &
perform role in
service team?
! Are supporting
resources
provided?

Act
 Advice / counsel
to ensure
appropriate
service.
 Facilitate
problem solving
on issues and
strategies to
conduct service
project
 Encourage
continual efforts
in project.
 Compliment
positive work in
project.







Reinforce
(With)
Discussion of
personal
experience
on service
project.
Sharing with
service
recipients.
Personal
reflection.
Other
approaches.
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Annex 1

The GFL Youth-At-Risk Planning Template
Programme / Activity / others (Situational Context)

Objectives / Goals
a)
b)
c)
To Satisfy Needs of …
□ Independence

□ Belonging

□ Mastery

□ Generosity

Behaviour Outcomes
a)
b)
c)
Values / Attributes
a)
b)
c)

CHECK
(On youth’s capabilities,
resources, support, info, etc.)

ACT

REINFORCE

(to encourage, correct, provide,
praise, etc.)

(through discussion, teaching,
sharing, etc.)

1.

2.

3.
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4.

5.

Programme / Activity Planning
ACTIVITY / ITEM

COMPLETE
BY DATE

REMARKS

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

*

When sports / arts activities are delivered through training and competitions, use the Game for
Life templates to design activities.
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The GFL Youth-At-Risk Planning Template – An Example of Using it.
Programme / Activity / others (Situational Context)
Active Soccer Programme
Objectives / Goals
a) To provide soccer opportunities to youth for skill mastery and teamwork.
b) To provide match experiences through friendlies for learning and development.
c) To infuse values education and character development through soccer activities.
To Satisfy Needs of …
□ Independence

√ Belonging

√ Mastery

□ Generosity

Behaviour Outcomes
a) Co-operate and demonstrate teamwork during training and matches.
b) Is committed to his team and the soccer sessions
c) Displays sportsmanship to his teammates and opponents.
Values / Attributes
a) Co-operativenss and teamwork
b) Discipline
c) Sportsmanship

CHECK
(On youth’s capabilities,

ACT

REINFORCE

(to encourage, correct, provide,
praise, etc.)

(through discussion, teaching,
sharing, etc.)

1. Is a coach required or is the
team able to organise their
own training?

a) Provide volunteer coach if
required.
b) Provide soccer training
resources to team.

Discussion with team captain
or group leaders. Encourage
commitment. Compliment
dedication.

2. Does team have sufficient
training equipment – balls,
cones, bibs, jerseys for
matches, etc.

a) Provide resources

Teach value of responsibility to
assets and resources.

3. Which other teams can play
friendly matches?

a) Source for teams
b) Schedule matches

Use goal setting to reinforce
value of mastery of skill and
teamwork for results.

resources, support, info, etc.)
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4. Team members’
commitment – regular
attendance? Punctuality?
Co-operativeness?

a) Query poor attendance or
commitment
b) Compliment committed
members
c) Encourage dedication to
tasks.

Use group discussions to
solve team problems and
reinforce value of individual
commitment to team.

5. Individual’s and team
performance in friendly
matches –
Do they play to expectations?
Shows sportsmanship?
Demonstrate resilience?

a) Compliment displays of
sportsmanship.
b) Compliment best efforts in
game.
c) Correct any poor
behaviours
d) Correct and poor
performance

Group sharing post-match on
performance and conduct
during and post-match.
Reinforce values of
sportsmanship, teamwork and
mastery to meet challenges in
sport and life.

Programme / Activity Planning
ACTIVITY / ITEM
1. Assess demand for soccer activities

2. Source for playing field, equipment

3. Source for volunteer coach (if required)

4. Schedule trainings and player list

5. Design player and team database

COMPLETE
BY DATE
> 12 months
before 1st
training
> 6 months
before 1st
training
4-6 months
before 1st
training
1-3 months
before 1st
training
1-3 months
before 1st
training

6. Monitor training – relevant activities,
attendance, team issues, etc.

Continual

7. Observe Matches – team and individual
performance.

Continual

8. Evaluate programme

Periodic

9.
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REMARKS
Identify Needs of youth
objectives and assess
resources.
Assess locality, cost and
safety issues
Assess professional
accreditation and relevant
coaching experience.
Avoid any major exams or
other youth competitions
Capture essential personal
info including emergency
contacts. Info fields for
attendance and other service
info.
Use C-A-R above to guide
youths.
Use GFL to plan individual
training sessions.
Use C-A-R above to guide
youths.
Identify evaluation criteria Objectives meet?
Sustainable? Etc.

Annex 2
List of values and attributes from the Sport Singapore’s Game for Life Toolkit (pp 34-36)
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SOCIAL VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES
Social values and attributes are often the most cited values in sport coach ing and teaching . The valu es
learned on the fie ld or in t he are na can be transferred to scho ol , bac k home, th ro ughou t nati onal service,
in the workplace and in th e community.
Social values in the sport context involve re lationship dynamics be twee n all parties - team members,
opponents , inst ruct ors, as well as sport off icials. Hence, we are accountable for all act ions, w e must
demonstrate selflessness, stay faithful (to our role), b e comm itte d to encouraging othe rs, and so o n .
ACCOUNTABILITY

Ackno wled g ing con seque nces (wh et he r posi t ive or otherw ise) from
personal actio ns

COMMITMENT

Devo t ing self steadfas t ly to t raining

COMPETITIVENESS

Ded icat ing to high performa nce standa rd in tra in ing and dur ing matc h p lay

CO -OPERATIVENESS

Work in g together to ach ieve a sha red task

COURAGE

Displaying boldness d uring d ifficu lt play or t raining sit uat ions

DETERMINATION

Improving in skills du e to hi gh pe rsonal effor t

ENCOURAGING

Rally ing te amm at es to be tt er per fo rma nce

ENTHUSIASM

Possessing hig h energy leve ls when perform ing sport ta sks

EXCELLENCE

Having a high standa rd of personal and team perfo rmance

i=AITHl=ULNESS
(TO ROLE)

Playing the assigne d ro le as ab ly best even when fac ing c hallenges

HARMONY

Keepi ng te am on ta sk and focused in di ff icul t situations

HUMILITY

Keep ing a respec tf ul demeanor

MENTAL
TOUGHNESS

Disp laying grit under int ense compet ition

POISE

Ma intai ning com p osure when ag it ated d uring tra ining or match

POSITIVE WORK
HABITS

Comply ing w itho ut compla ining

RESPONSIBILITY

Bearing t he burden of a task personally o r for a team

SELl=LESSNESS

Putt ing othe rs be fore self

SELl=-SACRll=ICE

Devoti ng ti m e and eff ort to sport rathe r tha n pursu ing immed iate pleasure.

SERVICE

Giv ing t im e and other resources to serve th e needs of othe rs

TEAMWORK

Having a supportive

in relati o nsh ips

and co-o per ative attitude towards the t eam
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Annex 3
GAME FOR LIFE’s Training Plan Template
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ACTIVITY

PARTICIPANT LEARNING

ACTIONS BY INSTRUCTOR
CHECK

Does the participant

ACT

How do I

REINJ=ORCE*

CH ECK

Does the partic ipant

ACT

How do I

REINJ=ORCE*

CH ECK

Does the participant

ACT

How do I

REIN J=ORCE*
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GAME FOR LIFE’s Role Learning Template
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GAME FOR LIFE’s Teaching Planning Template
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Annex 4
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ROLE LEARNING TEMPLATE
NAME 0 ~ STUDENT/ PLAYER

SPOR T/ LEVE L
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LEADERSHIP VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES
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